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Abstract
Demands for increased Solid Freeform Fabrication precision and speed suggest the
need for advanced scanning techniques, such as boundary tracing, half-lap and multiple
nt' scanning. Since most SFF processes construct parts
orientation scanning, or 'intel
from parallel material layers, separating model slicing and scan conversion functions
appears to be a powerful approach. Both can benefit from increased topological
information. This paper addresses the issue of improving model slicing by utilizing
topological data to increase performance, and consequently, improve the efficiency with
which scan vectors can be generated.

1 Introduction
~ost Solid Freeform Fabrication (SFF) processes construct objects from parallel
material layers [1]. In the case of Selective Laser Sintering (SLS), laser energy is used to
selectively fuse successive layers of powdered material to create a three dimensional solid
part [2]. Laser energy is directed by a pair of computer controlled galvanometers attached
to small mirrors; however, existing beam-position-controller hardware is limited to
generating only linear beam traversals across the sintering surface [3]. Consequently, we
will assume that coordinate pairs defining each linear beam traversal are the lowest level
information required to control SFF hardware. These coordinate pairs define linear
segments which are termed scan vectors when generated for scanning control.
are many possible interface levels and techniques for transforming high level
CAD data to low level scan vectors. Information complexity is typically reduced at each
successive interface. Data volume tends to experience an inverse relationship as it nears the
goal of scan vector data. Unfortunately, the information loss associated with each
transition toward scan vectors carries with it increased validity checking difficulty and
decreased flexibility. For exam , given contours created by intersecting a plane with a
model, termed slices, it is diffic t to generate slices with a different slice plane orientation.
Or, given parallel scan vectors, it is difficult to accurately generate boundary contours. By
passing a three dimensional model to the process controller, flexibility is increased as is the
ability to assure model validity. Ideally, native CAD system data comprising a part would
be passed to the process controller which would then generate scan vectors from it. This is
impractical, in part, because of the large number of geometric modeling entities and
representations used by various modeling systems, as well as proprietary issues.
Compatibility maintenance would be a never-ending and costly job. Thus, an intermediate
format is the best compromise.

1.1 Intermediate Data Exchange Format
An intermediate three dimensional model format is used to transfer information
between CAD systems and SFF processes. Facet models provide the greatest common
denominator between the multitude of CAD systems which must be supported. Flexibility
required for part re-orientation and nesting exists, without the undue burden of recognizing
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No inferencing should be necessary as this is typically a costly task. The sequential
dimensionality reduction allows algorithms to be tailored to the information level at which
they are operating and thus ignore higher level information. Such modularity will also
simplify research on SPecific parts of the CAD interface to SFF.
Intermediate facet representations may be surpassed by more sophisticated
representations in the future; however, they will likely predominate as the highest level
model input to SFF processes in the near term and continue to be supported as one entry
point to SFF processes in the future. Linear scan vectors have been defined as the lowest
level SFF process input given available controller technology, and separation of the slicing
and scan conversion functions has been identified as a useful means of generating scan
vectors.
This paper focuses on the development and experimental results of a topologically
based facet model slicing algorithm. An overview of potential scanning methodologies is
also presented to illustrate that topology in the slice plane can further increase scan vector
generation capability.

2 Facet Model Slicing
Facet model slicing performance can be increased by utilizing topological
information. Instead of randomly intersecting each facet with a slice plane and having to
construct the slice contour later, it is possible to march from facet to neighboring facet
collecting contour information as the march proceeds. One method of generating each
contour segment during the march is to sequentially intersect each facet (a constrained
plane) with the slice plane (an infinite plane). A second method utilizes edge information
and generates contour segments by marching from edge to edge. Each edge can be treated
as an infinite line and this can be intersected with the infinite slice plane. The second
method is obviously easier.
Certain topological information is required to make use of the second method. Each
face must reference its three neighboring faces and three edges. Each edge must reference
its two vertices and the two faces which define that edge. More detailed topological
information is unnecessary for the slicing algorithm; however, face normal information is
required and should be carried into the two dimensional slice contours for efficient scan
conversion.
N
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Figure 2.1 - Connected Facets in Three-Space
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Enhancement .. Linear Interpolation
are many ways to enhance the above algorithm. Investment in a little preprocessing
pays a he
dividend. The intersection and vertex evaluation
com utations outlined above do not need to be performed each time marching takes place.
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plane normal remains constant during model slicing, it is possible to pre-compute d
(distance) values for all model vertices from some reference slice plane. These values can
s'
y be offset based on the active slice plane position relative to the reference slice plane.
Computations become even simpler with this scheme. The d parameter
computation found Equation 2.1 can be replaced with

d

(2.4)

equation. Here, d 1 is the distance from vertex Vito the reference
is the distance from vertex V2 to the reference slice plane, and <!slice is the
the active slice plane to the reference slice plane. Equation 2.2 can again be
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Figure 2.3 - Edge Spatial Partitioning

will be partitioned into only one bin. Other edges will cross
and be partitioned into multiple bins. It is even possible
every bin. This is the case for edge E3.
enhancement, like the first one, is data dependent. If most model facets are
long slivers whose greatest length is oriented along the slice plane normal vector, they will
be
by most partitions. This will consume additional memory and provide no
computational
increase.
fact, the use of bins will either require one more layer of
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pointer references to edge data or become severely memory intensive

data

is replicated multiple times.
Cases exist where both enhancements fail. While a thoro h
conducted on the statistics of facet models, it is unlikely that model ta
"..,."".r1I"""'"
to benefit from the enhancement techniques presented. Most
comparison to the size of each facet. Many facets are typically required to
the simplest parts, and this is especially true for surface approximations.

3 Results
The slicing algorithm described, with both enhancements, was ........... .,. ...,......."-'....".. ' -'"
experimentally evaluated. The experimental implementation generates ttlriee-OlnrrenlSlOlnal
polyline contour data which serves as input to a graphics
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3.1 shows a facet model of a tooth nerve cavity reconstructed from
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model generated by the topological slicing algorithm presented. Note
contours exist in some slice planes.
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Figure 3.1 - Tooth Nerve Cavity
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Figure 3.3 - Computational Cost Graph

Preprocessing includes parsing the RPI format file, connecting its topology,
performing spatial partitioning, and precomputing d values for each vertex. Slice Contour
Output time is contributed by the function which writes the three dimensional contour data
for previewing. The time required for slice generation, added to Preprocessing and Slice
Contour Output costs, represents the total CPU time required to perform model slice
contour generation. The benefit of utilizing spatial partitioning optimization is shown by
the
ce between the Total CPU Time plots.
Only one orientation of the tooth nerve cavity shown in Figure 3.1 was used to
generate this data. It is impossible to predict with accuracy the computational cost of model
slici based solely on the number of slices required. Part geometry, facet geometry and
distribution, and slicing orientation all affect processing cost. No alternative slicing method
performance data was available; however, actual marching about a model contour is linear
with respect to the number of facets the model. No searching is required during a march
because topological information is used to direct the march. Computational expense is
incured when searching for an initial edge on which to begin the march, and this eXPense is
reduced by spatial partitioning.
the test case shown
Figures 3.1 and 3.2,
performance better than 3 slices per second was achieved.

4 Scanning Methodologies
Topolo al data has improved model slicing algorithm performance. It will also be
useful for taki the resulting contours and generating scan vectors. Efforts to date have
focused on the raster graphics abstraction where all scan vectors are parallel and aligned
with one of the scanning axes. As physical process limitations become increasingly
challenging, more reliance must be placed on innovative scanning techniques.
A number of scanning method
'es were mentioned earlier. They should be
generally applicable to any SFF technology which creates parts by directing energy. For
illustrative purposes, their use in Selective Laser Sintering is described. Unfortunately,
experimental data on these techniques is unavailable,
4.1 Boundary Tracing
Boundary tracing may improve part surface finish by tracing the part. boundary,
offset by the appropriate beam radius. This should allow greater beam switching time and
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stabilization tolerances on the scan vectors which are used to fill the interior of each part
layer. It may also provide antialiasing effects, illustrated in Figure 4.1, when only parallel
scan vectors are used to fill a part layer. The darkened regions of the rightmost figure
indicate additional material solidified as a result of· boundary tracing. Topological
information in the slice plane will allow boundaries to be traced in a continuous fashion,
instead of as disjoint vectors.

Figure 4.1 - Antialiasing Effects.of Boundary Tracing

Half.lap and Multiple Orientation
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Half-lap and Multiple Orientation scanning may be useful to create parts of
..... ,........ oC'.a.1"II structural integrity or density.
Few laser beams are of ideally uniform energy
distribution across their diameter.
if they were, the geometrY of the ideally circular
beam traversing the sintering surface yields non-uniform energy deposition into the
surface. Half-lap scanning proposes the laser beam be offset by only half of its beam
diameter between neighboring fill vectors. A.lternatively, multiple fill orientations could be
used between adjacent part layers or re-scanned on the same material layer. This may keep
it structurally stronger. Topology
planes from developing in the part and hence
in
plane may be useful when orienting the multiple scan directions.

4.3 "Intelligent" Scanning
Finally, topological information may
implementing an 'intelligent'
scanning technique which attempts to scan a part with as few discontinuous scan vectors as
possible. A.ssuming there is a setup cost associated with each disjoint scan vector,
reducing the number of such scan vectors will increase production efficiency. Without the
topological information for each slice, "intelligent" scanning will be difficult at best.

S Conclusion
5.1
By improving the slicing component of scan vector generation, overall scan vector
generation speed increases. Given the test case performance, it is clear that the slicing can
be made an on-line operation at the process controller. This will enable operators to nest
parts or re-orient parts at run time. Other process parameters, such as beam diameter, slice
thickness, or scanning methodology, can then be altered without requiring additional time
or resources for off-line processing.
implementation must be benchmarked using a
broad sampling of industrial models, but with few extreme case exceptions, it is unlikely
that algorithm performance will degrade significantly.
It is also unlikely
parallel scan vectors alone will be adequate for the future of
SEE technology. Innovative scanning techniques will be required to push the part
precision envelope further. Topological information, both for the three dimensional model
and for each model slice, will likely continue to be an asset for scan vector generation.

5.2 Future Research
Based on the graph of Figure 3.3, preprocessing phases of model slicing should
clearly be made more efficient. This may include adaptive partitioning, where partition bin
size and location is based on model statistics instead of a fixed number of partitions.
Statistical analysis could also be used to determine the correct enhancement approach(s).
Contour offsetting capability must be developed to allow compensation for the beam spot
size. The current implementation displays the actual slice contours without beam
compensation offset. Research must also be conducted to determine just what constitutes
35

the most 'intelligent' scanning approach and whether it can be generated at reasonable
speeds. Support for multiple solids must be provided. This can be done with an external
solid modeling engine or additional capability can be added to the slicer. If slicer addition
is selected, two options exist. The solids can be combined in three-space to form one facet
model, or this step can be performed on the contours resulting from multiple solids.
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